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About the October 2002 Fun Fly

Saturday, October 12 was a fun flying day for the club. Thirty-six members signed up and enjoyed flying, socializing, 
eating wonderful food and participating in our drawing and raffle. 

John Colwell prepared the burgers and his wife supplied the best baked beans we’ve ever tasted. The desserts were 
outstanding. 

We thank all the contributors and volunteers for the good food, splendid raffle and drawing items. 

The visitors and members were impressed by all the flying exhibitions, electric and gas models. 
Thank you all for participating and helping to make the fun fly a huge success.
Chuck Holden.

Comments from the Rogue Eagles Web Page

Thanks to Chuck Holden for putting on a great fun fly. A lot of people showed up to enjoy the weather and the food. 
Thanks to all the people who helped out and participated. 

Also good to see Jay (Strickland) back. I see that he still knows how to cut a ribbon. Glad the military is teaching our 
soldiers these vital skills.
Timbo

I agree! That was a great fun fly and a lot of people showed up. Thank you Chuck for all the work you did putting it on 
and preparing for the event. Thanks to John for cooking, and the great food. I do not think anyone caught Ecoli, so that 
was a good thing. I think every one that was there had a great time. I sure did. I do agree that Jay did not miss a beat. I 
think he has been flying RC (somewhere) for a year. (He would tell us but he would have to kill us).
Doug McKee

I want to thank Chuck too and all the people involved for putting on a great event. Great food and it was nice to see the 
large turnout. I for one think we ought to have more of these social events during the year.
Bill Olson
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Continued on next page

FACTS ABOUT FUEL - What's the Oil Content? 
(The following is the first in a series of articles exploring all facets of model engine fuel. The writer is Don Nix, past owner of 
POWERMASTER, Inc. This article is used by permission of POWERMASTER, Inc.

Fact (A) - It's quite likely that no other single facet of modeling generates as many myths, misconceptions, misunder-
standings, errors (and more than a few lies), or as much outlandish goofiness as model fuel….one of our absolutely 
necessary, non-optional items for powered flight. 

Fact (B) - Of all the above, the one fact that rouses the most questions - and without doubt the most wrong answers - is 
the ongoing nonsense about the amount of oil required in model fuel. 

Myth: Model Glow Fuel must contain XX% oil to operate properly, perform well and protect the engine. 

Fact: There is no such fixed number….at least not a valid one. 

Why not? Think about it: In order for this to be true, all oils used in model fuel - all of them - would have to be identi-
cal in every characteristic. Does anyone honestly believe they are? I doubt it. While lubricants compounded for full-
size engines - automotive, recreational vehicle or aircraft - are rarely, if ever, suitable for use in model engines (for 
many reasons), nevertheless, there are a number of base lubricants that are available for our highly specialized use. 
However, most of these must be modified slightly or extensively by the use of a variety of additives and modifiers. 

While Klotz model oils are perhaps the most well-known to the average user, and are quite good, they are by no means 
the only lubricants available to model fuel blenders, and there are currently a number in use. Each has its own 
"personality" - its own set of technical specifications and characteristics. At this point, we should point out that we're 
speaking of the so-called "synthetic oils" popularly used in modern model fuels. Castor oil…the oil of choice, and, in-
deed, the only suitable model engine oil for many years, is more of a common and known factor. Assuming a good 
grade, if a fuel uses only castor as its lubricant, then we could give you a fixed percentage, at least for the various en-
gine groups and types. However, few model fuels intended for R/C use today contain only castor oil as the lubricant. 
For the purposes of this discussion, we will only deal with fuels containing either straight synthetics, or a blend of cas-
tor and synthetics. 

So…what does all that mean? Let's draw a little picture here: Suppose at some point in your life, you become con-
cerned about living a long and healthy life, so you decide to consult a doctor for advice as to how to accomplish this. 
When you come to the subject of food, you say, "Well, tell me, Doctor….if I wanna still be healthy and virile at 90, 
how do I eat?" The good doctor replies, "M'boy, if you will eat two pounds 
of food a day, you'll be fine!" My guess is your response would be something like, "well, what kind of food, 
Doc? After all, no two are exactly alike….is that two pounds of lettuce or two pounds of pork chops?" If he replied, "It 
doesn't matter. Just as long as you eat that two pounds every day, you'll probably outlive your kids." My bet is that 
you'd run, not walk, out of that quack's office! 

Why, then do we blindly follow someone's Word From On High when they say (in words engraved on stone tablets), 
“Thou shalt use no fuel that does not contain XX% oil." It makes absolutely no sense to me, nor do I think it will to 
you, if you just stop to think about it. All foods are different; so are oils. If that's true, why do the instructions with my 
engine specify a fixed percentage of oil? Simple - to protect themselves. 

All engine manufacturers have been burned (figuratively and literally) in recent years by "bargain priced" fuels con-
taining either inferior oils, or insufficient amounts of oils. Every one that I've talked to will admit off the record that 
they know that fuels containing good oils won't need as much as their instructions say. But they also say they know 
they have no control over that, so they are going to print a high number, in hopes that amount of even a cheap oil will 
be sufficient. Frequently, it isn't. 
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Puyallup Trade Show
February 2nd & 3rd

Wet and Windy Fly-Fun
March 24th

Grants Pass Swap Meet
April 20th

Spring Fun-Fly Contest
April 27th

Float Fly at Lake Selmac
May 4th and 5th

OMPRA Spring Pylon Race
May 11th

Builders Contest
May 18th CANCELLED

Ashland EAA Demonstration
May 19th

Lee Renaud Memorial Contest, 
June 1st

Plat-I Float Fly
June 15th and 16th

Military Fly-In Contest
June 22nd

Bid Bird Fly-In
July 6th and 7th

Selmac Float Fly
July 20th and 21st

Kids Day at Hawthorne Park
August 3rd

Airshow Interest Day at
Wal-Mart, Medford
August 31st

Airshow Media Day
September 5th

Rogue-Eagles 2002 Airshow
September 7th and 8th

OMPRA North-South Shootout 
Pylon Race
August 24th and 25th

Fall Fun-Fly
October 12th

OMPRA Championship Pylon 
Race
September21st 

2002 Events Schedule

So why not just put a lot of oil - at least 20% or more - in fuel and not worry about it? A lot of reasons…all good 
ones. For example: Too much oil - any more than is necessary - makes the engine run really crappy. Think about it: 
methanol burns; oil doesn't - or at least it shouldn't. (Some do, but that will be dealt with in another installment.) Com-
mon sense would tell us that the less oil (nonburnable) we can safely use (to an irreducible minimum point, of 
course), the more methanol (burnable) we will have in our combustion chamber. More burnable ingredients = more 
power. 

One well-known magazine writer, with more than 50 years engine experience, tells me that in his experience, for ev-
ery 1% oil removed from model fuel, the effect is about the same as adding 1% nitromethane. And it costs a lot less! 
By the same logic, the less oil we use (to the predetermined minimum, of course), the less the oil is going to be dous-
ing the glow plug element, and we should be able to achieve a lower, smoother idle. 

Next to nitromethane, oil is the most expensive ingredient in model fuel. By not using an unnecessary amount of 
oil….especially if it's just to satisfy some Great Guru's edict….the manufac-
turer can keep the cost of the fuel down, which puts a smile on all modelers' 
faces. Remember that even an additional 25 cents in manufacturing cost trans-
lates to an additional dollar….or more….at the retail level. 

So, what is the right amount? It all depends…on what kind of oils, in what 
combinations, with what additives, etc. And for what use? Sport airplanes… 
Racing… Helicopters… Boats… Cars… Ducted Fan? What size engines? (As 
engine size increases, they need progressively less oil. Why? Simple mathe-
matics. Surface area of the combustion chamber increases at about half the 
rate as the displacement increases.) Most people know that the big T.O.C. and 
Unlimited racing engines use oil in the 4% to 5% range. Ducted fan and heli-
copter engines typically need more oil, 4-strokers less. It might be surprising 
to most airplane flyers to know that top competition model car engines use 
fuel with oil contents in the single digits, even though they are turning in the 
40,000 - 50,000 rpm range, and have no fan in front to cool them! As matter 
of fact, they will hardly run on regular airplane fuel. 

Next installment: Synthetic or castor oil….which is best? 
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NEXT MEETING is Tuesday November 12th at the Lions Sight and Hearing Center, 228 
N Holly, Medford, OR. Bring your show and tell projects.

FOR SALE 

1. Sukhoi SU26 mx, 75" WS. Covered with fiberglass and painted. Tartan Twin and Futaba servos 
installed. Never flown. $400.00 firm. 
2. Dynaflite PT-19. Covered in blue and yellow solartex. Flys great. No engine or servos. $175.00. 
Call Don Draskovich at (541) 882-6733. 

Danny Stanton’s latest creation


